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least confidence in their prognostica-
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the restoration of silver to its place as
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TALKING ABOUT MORE BONDS.

No sooner was the last payment due
from Cleveland's "honest money" syn-

dicate in sight then speculation as to
the probability of another bond issue
began. And it is now worrying some
people to find out wnether the pledge
of protection that was exacted from the
gold ring really did extend to the first
of October or only until the last install-

ment of the bonds is delivered.
Nobody has yet seen the letter of the

contract negotiated between the gold

sweaters and Mr. Cleveland, and there
is no end to the uncertainty as to what
may grow'out of it.
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separable, they are 'twin brothers,' as The U. S. Gov't Reports
show Royal Baking Powder Mlsuperior to all others.

Mr. James Dobson, the great carpet
manufacturer, truly said in his address
before the Manufacturers club of Phila-
delphia. The battle can be made most
effectively here in the east where the trDO YOU"
power of the money cliques is strongest.

The gold men own or control the
' The original deal has now been prac-

tically completed. The bonds which Wearpress of the east, bo that it is not free
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it exists, or even to treat the question
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of bimetallism fairly. In Pennsylvania,

were given the syndicate at their own
price are seliing'on the open': market at
an advance of 19 cents. It was a right
profitable bit of speculation, and there

the great producing classes, the work
ing people and their employers, the Shoes?is no doubt that they are becoming anx manufacturers, are strongly in favor of

bimetallism, but the press is false to itsious to get some more of the same sort

duty and the country at large is notIt Is the understanding that the secret
contract pledged to them the control of permitted to have the facts as they
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its merits, make the issue clear, and

any further issue that might become

necessary, and the completion of the
first deal following immediately on the
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the people of this state will see where LOUIS MELOZER Wholesaletheir interests lie, and before the elec Dealer In
tions of next year Pennsylvania will
throw her great weight and influence

his flying trip to Europe is an indica-

tion that something is in the wind.
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